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[poetry]

Winter

Rachel Peevler
He whispers secrets into cigarette filters –
Burning inhibitions in grey gasps of tobacco plumes
That rise from his cracked mouth to a silver winter sky.
He is the inebriated king, sovereign to a dynasty of one.
Campaigning for nothing, his pulse is a tribal drum solo.
Beneath a passive war paint mask, he wanders empty
Battlefields, counting his victims like the rhythm of a metronome.
His whiskey screams louder than his track marked guitar.
If failing is an art then his life is a stroke of genius.
Armed with a lighter and a bottle, he’ll crusade the day just to get up,
Hung-over, and fight another one tomorrow. Those who walk
Through hell are as thirsty for every fraction of heaven as alcoholics
Licking the last drop of snakebite at the bottom of the glass.
He drops the spent filter of his cigarette and stamps out the glow
With the heel of his tennis shoe; leaving the tiny corpse to fade
Into the asphalt; cold and black and smeared with sodium stain halos.
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[poetry]

The Dead Game
Kyle Hemmings

They were having sex with the flash of their bodies, the heat of red fire engines, little dogs barking in their heads, long nozzle-libido, condoms in the
shape of water hydrants in the shape of her mother’s mushroom tragedies.
She came like a river then vanished like so many immigrants in Miami. At
the office, he had obsessive visions of pink flamingoes. His mother wore
guilt like her father’s resemblance to her. The most obvious sign was a dry
hacking cough. That was the beginning of the end, stated Maxine Bundt,
a receptionist who once translated The Glass Bead Game by Hesse for a
professor she was having an affair with back in college, the one who gave
her genital warts and three scratched CDs of Popol Vuh out takes. Some
speculated whether sex could give one vaginally-induced hallucinations. No
one really saw the x-rays. Hiccups were contagious.
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[poetry]

Word Processor Finger Manual Blues
Kyle Hemmings

My word-y processor has come down with, I’m afraid, lexi-colitis. I’m not
sure what to do with all the white spaces. And the Shakespearean monkeys?
Are they supposed to ad lib?

3

[fiction]

The Sister of Ganghis Khan
Jon Steinhagen

There are many reasons for yoking her to a man, preferably a man of honor
or stature or wealth or, ideally, all three, although all of these reasons may be
boiled down to one essential reason: she is nearly unobtainable.
It is this word – “nearly” – that allows her to smile a smile that is
not a true smile but rather a smirk. The parade of servants assigned to her
care only catch a glimpse of this not-truly-a-smile on rare occasions, typically
when someone important to the family has withdrawn from her presence
after discussing something no one is allowed to hear.
She is given portraits and scrolls and gifts from every corner of the
empire. She pays the greatest attention to the gifts because the gifts are always exactly what they are meant to be, while the portraits and scrolls are
very often not. She knows portraits can be false and words can be manipulated. A portrait does not replace a visit. A scroll does not replace a conversation. This is what she knows to be true. She does not share this wisdom
with anyone.
Her view from her chambers is vast, but always faces the setting sun.
She will never be allowed to face the rising sun. She does not resent this.
She feels a certain comfort in sunsets, although she does wish she could see
the rising of the moon sooner than she can.
She is only ever naked to herself.
She is able to see herself from above. She is able to see herself carried
about in what is essentially a large curtained box filled with cushions and
pillows. She sees herself as a sparkling jewel enclosed in a dark and plush
jewel box, a gem no living human may see in public. Her brother is very
close to her and sometimes rides alongside her litter when they travel. He
rides alongside and asks her questions, and she does not reply. He eventually rides away.
A man comes to her after he has taken a long and dangerous swim
through bruised waters. She dries him with her own silks and tells him he
can never see anyone again, not man, not woman, not child. She tells him
she will now make it her life’s work to hide him when he needs to be hidden.
She will find and provide his food and drink. She has had her entire life to
prepare for the secret of him, and she knows what to do and say. Her life of
being nearly unobtainable has given her time to learn how to deceive.
The man tells her he does not need to be kept a secret. He tells her
he is everything she ever wanted, everything she always dreamed of, everything she wanted to hold, touch, caress, kiss, love. He tells her he is eve4
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rything everyone ever wanted for her. He tells her it will be him who will
provide her food and drink and shelter. He tells her he will be the means of
a view of the rising sun.
She tells him she will give him a head start before calling her servants and guards.
He tells her he does not understand.
She tells him to run.
She is later told he did not make it back to the water alive.
She continues to receive portraits and scrolls and gifts. She boils her
tea over the fires she constructs from the portraits and scrolls. She gives the
gifts to her servants.
She takes to disguising herself when travelling. She rides alongside
her empty litter, which she has weighted with the empty oaken cask she had
devised for her swimming suitor. She watches her brother ride alongside
her empty box and ask questions and not suspect anything when she does
not answer, because she never has.
She eventually marries a warrior.
She is eventually killed and her brother swears to avenge her killer.
She is finally able to see herself from above, to see herself as she
would have been seen if more than a small, select few had been allowed to
see her. She wants to ride alongside her brother now, as he leads, and ask
questions of him, and not have him answer. She wants everyone to think of
their answers, as she had, rather than answering.
She wants everyone to be more of a mystery than they already are.
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[poetry]

Lights from the Field
Richard King Perkins II

A thick jacket of ice
doubly fortifies the abandoned shed
where a drifter sleeps in the place
we’ve claimed as our hang-out.
We make fire there to warm us
as we smoke pilfered cigarettes
and drink a can of beer
split four ways and get
irrepressible teen-age hard-ons
looking at bikini girls
seducing grimy walls.
At night, we notice
tragic flickers arising from the shed.
Is the wanderer still squatting
in our place of gathering
even as the fire burns?
How much do we really care?
Next day we look in the paper
but find out nothing
from the writing in negation
like black chalk on slate
spread across the floor of a gutted hovel
and we can only pray our girls
have somehow survived.
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[poetry]

Caramel of Night
Richard King Perkins II

Tell me about that night; when you at last discovered
that I must be a phantom thought. No? Then recount for
me how it was revealed to you that heaven is no simple
dreamland. And what about the time old man Snooks
gave you a jar of safety pins and you fool-laughed while
tumbling over hills that truly seemed to care. How next
you were made sadder than a cricket— that when Mr. Benton
found you singing to yourself in the woods, he tucked you
under his arm and once safely in his cabin, he gave you
hot chocolate to drink and peanut brittle to eat. A casual
indulgence. Tell me the story of that sweetness and if it is
only the caramel of that night still sealing your mouth so tightly.
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[poetry]

Napalm Would Smell As Sweet
Sy Roth

A war is a war is a war
by any other name, Napalm would smell as sweet.
Cannons hurl their guts
like drunken sailors’ on madcap shore leave.
Uncivil matters begin that way,
silent anticipation before
explosions rip the night red,
kick morning-puffs of earth into
guileless mushroom cloudlets.
Rubicons crossed
songs get sung in hollow chest barrels.
Fodder girded with anticipation follow,
unfurl flags, signatories of sides
rights to defend
rights to abolish
wrapped in crimson brocade,
festive omens of what has to be.
Motley dressed for immolation, they
warble war songs to shout down the barrage.
Fields purged,
their red towers support the sky, beneath
swampy marshes for grim reapers to plod through.
The hurly-burly done,
ragged pieces remain-blinded eyes,
memories etched behind them,
dough faces piled upon dough faces,
war in their nightmares.
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[poetry]

For Someone Important
Anne Britting Oleson

Across a worn table in Pat’s,
not touching your sandwich,
spinning rings on the wood
with the sweating Bud bottle:
I can imagine you now.
Already I know what you plan to tell me
in the dimness where I cannot
make out your expression.
I’ve been in that place, too,
where what you have
is suddenly not what you want,
and living like this
can no longer be borne.
But I’ve also been here,
a brief time, with you.
Though none of this is truly about me,
and I stand (if truth be told)
only in the margins of your decision,
I cower before the future.
My hands, on the table
between us, cannot express
the mix that hides my love.
I can only hope that
what you hope to gain outweighs
what you know you are giving up.
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[fiction]

Thanksgiving
Daniel Davis

Norma’s mother had always said, “Never ask a blind man for directions.”
And yet, while Norma was hunched behind the wheel, she relied on
Philip to read the street signs. It wasn’t entirely her fault; he had sounded
so confident: “Today is a good day, mother. I feel good today.” And she, old
fool she was, had trusted him.
But then, after nearly sixty years of marriage, you were supposed to
trust your spouse. What kind of person would she be if she hadn’t?
Their small green Ford crept along some quiet residential street.
Phillip had identified it as Randolph, but Norma was sure that wasn’t true.
Randolph bisected Whitetail, which was where they were heading, and
surely they would have hit it long ago. Were they even in the right neighborhood?
She could barely make out the houses through the hazy drizzle.
Late November mist clung to everything; Norma’s windshield wipers dutifully wiped the moisture off the glass, but they could do nothing about the
air itself. Everything was grey, and Norma’s headlights were reflected back
at her. She figured, squinting as she was, that she looked a lot like Phillip,
except she couldn’t risk taking her eyes off the road to check.
“I’m cold,” Phillip said and fumbled for the heat controls. Norma
slapped his hand away and adjusted it herself. She was stifling, but better
to be warm than cold at their age.
She saw a stop sign soon enough to stop, though they both jerked
forward in their seat belts. “Well,” Phillip said, and laughed a little, but Norma was staring at the little boy who rested against the stop sign. He leaned
casually, hands in his jeans pockets, a sweatshirt hanging loosely off his wiry
frame. He watched them dispassionately, as though they were blocking his
view of something and he were waiting for them to move.
“He shouldn’t be out in this weather,” Norma said.
“Who?”
“That little boy. We should give him a ride.”
Phillip grunted. “No hitchhikers, mother. You’re too nice for your
own good.”
“And you’re too grumpy.” She smiled at him. “But you’re sweet.”
She drove on, after watching the boy for a few more seconds, then
making sure there was no on-coming traffic. They were definitely past
Whitetail by now. If this was even Randolph.
“I’m going to turn here,” Norma said. “I can’t see anything.”
10
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She turned onto another residential street. They all looked the
same, which was part of the beauty of Midwestern neighborhoods, yes, but
it was also frustrating when you had somewhere to be.
“Hearst,” Phillip said. “Mother, do you have any idea where you
are?”
“Don’t you tell me where we are or are not. Do you have any idea
where we are?”
“We’re on Hearst. We’re nowhere near Carrie’s house.”
“Well, that’s not what you said a few minutes ago.”
“You drove too far.”
“Oh, Phillip. You’re sweet, but you’re blind as a bat.”
Another grunt. She didn’t like it, but she let him do it.
“We’re going to be late,” he said. “It’s Thanksgiving and we’re going
to be late.”
“No one will go anywhere.”
“You don’t know that. Those kids of hers are impatient.”
“Look who’s talking, dear. What street is this up here?”
“Randolph.”
She sighed and took a left. It was a small town; they would find it
eventually, as long as they didn’t hit Lincoln to the north. There would be
no mistaking Lincoln, not even in this weather. Probably.
“They’re waiting,” Phillip said. “This is embarrassing. Why couldn’t
Edward come pick us up?”
“Because he has to help Carrie prepare the food.”
“What kind of man is he, cooking on Thanksgiving?”
“A decent one.”
“Is that supposed to mean something, mother?”
“No, dear, it isn’t.”
She came to another stop sign. She glanced at the sign, and then at
the boy standing in front of it. He wasn’t leaning this time, merely standing there, shuffling his feet. Watching them again, same emotionless face,
though maybe his features were obscured too much by the grey.
“He shouldn’t be here,” she said.
“Who, mother?”
“That boy.”
“What boy?”
“That boy there. I saw him several blocks back. He’s the same boy,
I’m sure. The very same.”
“Oh.” Grunt. “Well, like I said, you don’t know where you are. You
doubled back, that’s all.”
11
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“But I didn’t. I made a left, and then another left.”
“Are you sure?”
“Well, yes, Phillip, I am sure.”
“You don’t know where you are,” he said again. “This is Persimmon.”
She was fairly certain it wasn’t, but she went straight across anyways. The boy turned his head to watch them. Norma wished he would
just go home.
Phillip reached out and tapped the clock with a gnarled finger.
“Look at what time it is. We’re late.”
“Can you read the clock, Phillip?”
“Don’t give me that, mother.”
“Okay, dear. Maybe we should just go back home and call Carrie.
Maybe Edward can spare a moment to come get us.”
Grunt. “No sense now. We’re close. Turn right here on Springfield.”
She turned right. Everything looked the same. The windshield
wipers swept across the glass, but nothing changed as they passed. The
road didn’t get clearer, nothing made sense. Norma kept driving, making
turns at Phillip’s whims, because they would find Whitetail eventually. This
was a small town; they had to.
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[poetry]

5150

Cassandra Dallett
Some of us mothers talk of kids
kids who’ve hung themselves, had manic episodes, teenage sons surrounded
by flashing cop lights and radios, the proverbial men in white, parents who
sign the page throw them away, 5150’d charged as adults.
Juvenile hall walls scribbled with the tags of thousands of minors in the
dark underground, like coal miners in this system of pain compression depression.
Life being so freaking hard that turning into an adult is enough to flatten
to fatten to addict just takes a prick and see if you can make it through the
transformation not that you’ll come out a butterfly more like a housefly that
wakes up one day and says shit I’m thirty cause that’s all growing up really
is, survival.
The ache of muscles rip-stretching off bone yearning to feel all this bullshit
love they hear about in songs to hold on to whatever it is that makes them
not be a sellout to grown up attitudes, to hold on to the anger that runs deep
that drives them awake and asleep leaves scabs and sores puss just motherlove pulled off raw and bloody like all our interactions at times, when just
sitting in class just missing the line of fire fists guns and that first big inhale
on the blunt the mushroom cloud of dope,
is too much.
This mother ain’t saying you’ll be a dope fiend cause you tried pot, just
saying that if you make it through without alcohol, cocaine, heroin, pills
ruling your rotting premature body you’ll be doing better than most people
I know.
But drugs are not the only obstacle on this course, just some of the mud
that sticks to your knees as you wiggle worm-like through the muck stomp
combat boots into tires that threaten to trip and strangle you with loving
the wrong oh so wrong teen drama queen pounding abusive first loves and
rides to jail cause you can’t you just can’t leave her alone and stop climbing
through her window.
So keep your dick in your pants avoid heartbreak gonorrhea and babies,
having babies that feel as grown as King Kong on a building top snatching
planes from the sky but inside are just lil’ ole monkeys rattling the cage.
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[poetry]

[y]

Changming Yuan
yes, yes, with your
yellowish skin, you enjoy
meditating within the shape of
a wishbone, inside the broken wing
of an oriental bird strayed, or
in a larger sense, you look like
the surfacing tail of a pacific whale
who yells low, but whose voice reaches afar
far beyond a whole continent, to a remote village
near the yellow river, where you used to sunbathe
rice stems, reed leaves, cotton skeletons
with a fork made of a single horn-shaped twig
when you were a barefooted country boy
		
on the other side of this new world
is this the reason for your obsession
with the letter?
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[poetry]

[april]

Changming Yuan
All plants beginning to burgeon
Open their hands and hearts widely
To draw inspirations
From the season
To play with spring spirits
While the ghosts of those doomed to die
Within the year are stalking behind us
Some to the church
Some to the mind
Others to the corners of night
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[non-fiction]

Riding an Elephant
William Vernon

I was like Hannibal coming down out of the Alps into Italy, riding on top of
the hay wagon back to the barn. The suburbs where I lived were still visible
to the north, but I was out here in an exotic place, struggling all summer
with the animals and nature, a million miles from home. There were five
layers of bales underneath me stacked in overlapping fashion so they’d hopefully hold together, and they had so far, but the whole mass of them as a unit
swayed like a huge elephant from side to side with space opening up to my
left then my right between the edges of the bales at my feet. I’d seen loads
go over. We’d lost one yesterday, turning a corner too sharply, but I was too
tired to be very concerned. I was relieved. I was happy and proud of what
we’d accomplished.
	Like Hannibal, we’d conquered harsh natural obstacles. We were
racing a bad storm. Thunder boomed at our back, black clouds were chasing us, a sharp breeze had sprung up, and if I looked behind me, I’d see
spears of lightning. For nearly three hours, we’d labored in sunny, very
humid, 93-degree weather, killing ourselves trying to get the bales off the
ground and back to the barn. My muscles were so tired; I’d had to force my
arms to rise. I could hardly close my fingers on the bale I sat on to keep my
balance. We were all sweating heavily, all tired as hell, yet I felt good.
	I was, in fact, as tired as I’d ever been. I’d had to drag this last bale,
which I was sitting on, into place. Couldn’t lift it. Jim and I had walked the
field, throwing bales up onto the wagon to Mr. Eustis on this last load, and
he’d stacked them until I crawled on board to help top it off. Mr. Eustis kept
saying, “Can we make it boys? Just a few more to go.” Jim and I would yell,
“Yeah!” and we’d throw the bales up so they landed on his shoes.
	I thought of Mr. Eustis as my millionaire. He owned everything on
these 400 acres, including the new Chrysler I could see rushing ahead of us
out of the fields taking himself and Jim to the barnyard. He’d driven me in
the car once to show off its button, gear-shifting system. He was a likeable
oddball who got his kicks with the hicks by throwing hay bales around. He
wanted to save these bales, but he’d also kept saying, “You boys work fast,
but don’t strain yourselves!” I’d volunteered to get on top of the load. He
wasn’t as agile as me. He was old after all, 40-something. As I’d climbed up
the bales, he said, “Bill, if they start falling, jump clear. This is nothing to get
hurt over.”
	I smiled remembering my climb onto the top. We’d put more bales
on this last load to finish up the field, and I was in such a cramped posi16
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tion. I had a hard time climbing up until Mr. Eustis put his hands under my
ass and kind of threw me up. I’d looked back down at him and we’d both
laughed.
The clouds loomed overhead now, a dusk-like darkness fell, and
the breeze became a hard wind that was downright chilly, pounding my
back. I leaned forward, shivered and crossed my arms on my chest, hugging
myself because, weirdly, I was suddenly cold. The temperature must have
dropped 20 degrees. Thunder crackled loudly, the kind that accompanies
sharp lightning, and David Defries, who was driving the Ford tractor pulling the wagon, looked back to check on me and the load, saw me watching
him, and waved.
Dave was something else too. Mysterious, in his 30s, good humored, he worked beneath a ragged, stained Cleveland Indians baseball cap,
bare-chested and usually bare handed. His skin was shining with sweat and
his muscles rippling, heaving the bales, talking and joking with Jim and me
in a surprisingly soft, effeminate voice. He was as knowledgeable about
farming as the full-time guys, Wayne and Merle, who ran things, but some
sort of emotional problem held Dave back from owning or managing a farm
himself. Nobody knew what it was. I’d asked Merle and Wayne, but neither
could tell me. Whatever it was, although Dave occasionally drove a tractor
and operated the baler, most of the time he did Jim’s and my lowly job, slinging bales.
At the beginning, he’d told Jim and I not to try his bare-chested approach. He didn’t succeed, but we quickly learned, of course. We had to lift
the bales by resting them on our forearms and chest. That let the ends of
the cut plants gouge our skin, leaving tattoos of tiny slits. So we wore long
sleeve shirts despite the heat. Mine, as usual, was drenched with sweat and
covered with dust and plant particles. Thinking about it, I took off my cotton gloves and stuffed them into a back pocket of my Levis. You had to wear
gloves or your fingers went raw on the twine.
	Every now and then I could hear the Farmall coughing behind us,
caught there because it couldn’t get around us on this narrow path. I looked
back and Merle was driving right on our tail, pulling the last wagonload
from the field. Good thing, then, that I was sitting up here, riding my elephant. Dave and Merle both had to go slow so this load wouldn’t fall over
and hurt me. They were protective like that toward Jim and me, and most
of the time we just took their goodwill for granted.
Dave pulled the wagon into the barnyard, Wayne waved him on into
the barn, and we parked on the left behind the two wagonloads side by side
at the closed north doors. Merle immediately pulled up with the other load
17
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beside us. Our wagons were three feet inside the open doors, and just as the
tractors settled into place, torrential rain poured down outside. The wind
roared in the trees, thunder boomed around us, and lightning flared. It was
like being in the middle of a bombardment.
	Inside the barn, however, there was calm. And a lot of the day’s heat
remained, for which I was grateful because of the outside chill. Tomorrow
we’d have to unload these four wagons, the hot weather would be back,
and I’d be up in the mows with Jim and Dave, and maybe Mr. Eustis. We’d
be shoving and lifting the bales into those top-most, farthest away, darkest
corners because the mows in front were already full.
	I smiled thinking about it. Up there in those dark spots, in the
corners near the roof, I’d seen barn owls and bats. It was too dark to see
anything up there now. Were the baby owls still there, the furry-looking,
monkey-faced birds I’d never seen before?
	In the fury of the storm I could hear nothing else, and in its darkness
I could see little, but this was a job well done. The rest of the day was mine.
Wayne and Merle faced the afternoon milking. I’d go home to shower. I
looked forward to that, and although I was warmer now, I imagined that
the water rushing down on me was also warm and comforting. The value of
a good wash. That was a lesson I’d learned on this job.
Something touched my arm, and despite the darkness I could see a
vague snake-like shape swinging beside me, a thick rope. It was threaded
through a wheel in the rafters and was used for lifting things the hay elevator
couldn’t move. Merle was on the floor holding the end of it. He waved for
me to grab it and slide down. The elephant I’d ridden here wouldn’t kneel
down to let me descend, but this thick rope was something like its trunk. I
remembered seeing pictures of an elephant helping its rider descend on its
trunk.
I stood and took the rope in my hands. Its other end was tied off. I
wrapped my legs around it, jumped off the broad back, and hand over hand,
slid down to the floor.
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[poetry]

Adventure’s Beckoning
Colin Linchen

In sanity we find the safe.
But the sound of our endeavours’
echoes being none it can be hard
to find a purpose
in the morning’s yawn.
So, if serenity, like the rapist’s palm,
stifles. Injustice screams from page
and screen, compels.
If voices from some other place
grow stronger, louder,
then stop.
Just stop.
Hear them.
Now choose.
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[poetry]

Along my eyes
Dawnell Harrison

Your presence burns
Along my eyes.
The sky droops
As if in bereavement
As the black crows
Rudder down
To the earth.
I cannot wipe you
Away like spilled milk.
You shall remain a
Fixed mark that lingers
Behind my eyes.

20

[poetry]

Heart’s center
Dawnell Harrison

I once was as quiet
As a mirror and as
Loveless as an abacus
But now you have entered
My heart’s center where
Love’s tides roll in
Lapping the shoreline blue.
My soul once cried the
Rivers high but now I feel
Your moth-breathed love
Kneading my wanton flesh.
Loves saves me from the nights
Of darkness,
From the long dull ache
Of being without.

21

[poetry]

Manic

Valentina Cano
Sometimes noise becomes dimensional.
It circles me in waves of color and scent,
pulling at the air around me.
Robbing it of silence.
Like layers, noise drops onto my shoulders,
all mollusk skin without its shell.
It’s so heavy and sweet,
so colorful under this tent
that I might never stop screaming.

22

[fiction]

A Working Plan
Melissa Davis

My shoes made that click-clack sound as I walked down the hallway. That
really annoys me. I remember my supervisors marching down the halls,
click-clack, click-clack, like they were so important. Really they just sounded
like horses out to trot. Well, I did not even realize until that moment how
noisy my shoes were. I felt as though all the other employees were staring
at me, thinking, “Who is she to disturb us?”, or “Man, is she in trouble, just
got called by the big boss?” Unfortunately, the latter ones were right. I just
wondered what it could be this time.
I had never gotten along with my boss – even though she hired me.
You know about all the times I have come home crying about some suggestion I made that was refused, or some snappy comment she made for no apparent reason. Remember when she said I couldn’t keep snacks at my desk,
even though both coworkers next to me did? So, now I had done something
else, but it had gotten to the point where I no longer knew what could set
her off.
I finally finished my click-clack march to the office after what seemed
to be hours. I walked through the open office door and said, “Hello?”
“Please come in Ms. Vergen,” the boss replied.
There she sat in one of those high-necked red suits she always wore.
Her short blond hair was sleekly combed from her face, and she wore simple gold jewelry. Her eyes met mine with the dark intensity of a black hole.
As much as I could not stand her, she did have an impressive demeanor.
Probably like one of the concentration camp soldiers in Nazi Germany.
	I sat down across from her massive redwood desk, feeling even more
clumsy than usual. My click-clack shoes were worn out on the edges and my
pants made it hard to breathe since I’d gained those last few pounds. Hadn’t
you told me not to wear that bright orange cocktail ring? But I just had to
disagree.
“Well, Ms. Vergen, why do you think I called you in here?” asked the
boss.
“I’m really not sure,” I replied, hoping to sink and disappear into the
hard guest chair.
“I heard that you asked one of the supervisors to have your overtime
removed.”
“Yes, I already work eight-hour days and did not ask, nor did I agree,
to work any more.”
“You should have come to me.”
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“I thought that was what I was doing by going to my supervisor?”
“No, you should have come to me, personally. Now, it is too late. I
have already turned in the paper work for your extra hours. You will have to
speak with the head of the company if you want your time reduced.”
“But I never agreed to this.”
“It doesn’t matter. I am your boss, and I can assign you whatever
hours I like. You are being paid for them,” the boss replied, apparently ignorant of the contract I had stating that I had to agree in advance to overtime.
“But why? Why did you even give me the overtime?” I persisted.
“Because I can.”
“But why?”
“Like I said, because I am the boss and I can.”
	I could see that this was not going to go anywhere and, as I wasn’t
about to involve the heads of the company. I could envision the increasing
work I would now have.
“That is not a reason. And, just because you can do something,
doesn’t mean you should,” I replied.
“That is all, Ms. Vergen. You may go back to work.”
I was livid as I walked back to my office. I felt like one of those cartoon characters with steam coming from her ears. Even worse, I could feel
the tears building in my eyes and a pink shame spreading across my face.
I would not feel this way any longer, I told myself. I was finally going to
do something about this ridiculous situation. My boss was human – just
like me. What right did she have to treat me like a child, slave, or worse,
some animal? No. I made up my mind there and then that this would stop.
I pushed too many times. I took a proverbial leap from the staircase over
which I was leaning and came to the only conclusion I had left in my crumpled body: I was going to kill my boss. And you were going to help me.
On my way home from work, I stopped at the local mall and bought
black pants, a black long-sleeved shirt, a black ski cap, black gloves, black
socks, and thin black cloth shoes. I paid cash for it all. I was so innocent and
pathetic looking, I don’t think one clerk even met my eyes. All this black
seemed so cliché, but it would keep me from being identified and help me
blend into the night.
Then I went to visit my cousin, Chris. You know, the redneck who’s
been arrested a few times for different drug charges – I think he’s cooking
meth now. He is one of the few family members who doesn’t make me crazy.
I distracted him with a request for a snack and then snuck in the basement
where my uncle keeps his guns. I selected a tiny black handgun, .22 caliber,
already loaded. Then, Chris and I ate cheese fries and drank Coke. This
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seemed almost too easy, and it was a little nice to visit with Chris.
When I finally got home and showed you my new supplies, I knew
you did not approve. You thought I was not thinking clearly and had rushed
into things. But once I cried as I replayed the episode in the boss’ office, I
knew you would stand by me. You saw, as I did, that this was the only way
to get justice, not only for myself, but also for all my coworkers also abused
by the boss’ tyranny. We would be like revolutionaries overthrowing a king,
right?
After you went to bed, I used the phone number the boss had given
all the employees in case there was an emergency, to look up her address in
Google. I love Google. Once I had the address from the phone number, I
was even given a picture of the house! Then, placing the local gas station
into MapQuest as our address, I was given step-by-step directions to the
boss’ house. We would go there in a week. There was no point in waiting
any longer – waiting only causes anxiety. I then placed a hold on a rental
car through the Alamo a mile away. I would take the bus to pick up the car
because there was no way I was going to drive my own.
The next week at work, I was diligent, a model employee. For once,
I felt truly satisfied writing all the invoices and making calls to customers.
Things would always be this nice in just a few days, I thought. I even made
a point of smiling at each of my coworkers and supervisors. Who could ever
think I was a murderer. Please, I’m just a stupid office worker. In fact, I
wore a boxy grey skirt and thick black tights a lot that week so I looked even
frumpier than usual.
When it was time, you were silent, but you were ready. Soon, I had
all my black clothes on and was ready as well. We walked to the bus stop
and took the bus to the rental place. Then, I picked up the car and put on my
gloves as you helped me read the MapQuest directions to the boss’ house. It
only took us twenty minutes, but it was already dark, a new moon. I parked
the car down the block from the house. Why draw attention? I put the ski
cap on over my bun. Then, I looked at you and asked, “Ready?”
	I could see the answer in your eyes. You were not coming with me.
I had to do this myself. I knew I would feel your support emanating from
the car. I walked down the sidewalk and then climbed the backyard fence
of the boss’ home. I knew she was there and since she was single, with no
other cars in the driveway, she would be alone. I looked through the slidingglass windows that covered the back of her house. Lights were on in the
bedroom. I grabbed a large rock and threw through the bathroom window
adjacent to the bedroom. No point being quiet now. I wouldn’t be long and
it’s not as though the gun has a silencer.
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	I heard her scream in surprise. She came running to the noise dressed
in lavender lounging pajamas. I slipped back into the darkness of the backyard. She opened the sliding glass door and stepped out into the backyard
to investigate. I saw my chance. I lunged at her, grabbing both shoulders.
Since I am taller than her and outweigh her by at least fifty pounds, all her
elegance would not help her now.
She hit the threshold of the bedroom door with a thud, and then another thud as I landed on top. I recovered quickly and said, “Do not scream.”
I kept my hands tight on her shoulders.
“Ms. Vergen?” she replied, somewhat hazily.
“Yes, it’s me, boss.”
“What are you doing here? Did you break my window? What do you
think you are doing trying to attack you? I will fire you and press chargers.
This is completely ridiculous.”
“Oh, I’m going to do more than attack you,” I said and, removing one
hand from her shoulder, I pulled the handgun from the back of my pants.
Finally, my boss looked something more than coolly confident. She
looked scared. I only wished at that moment I could have taken a picture so
you could see.
“Why?” she asked, terror creeping into her coal eyes.
“Because I can,” I relied.
“But why?”
“Because I can and sometimes people who do things they shouldn’t
and abuse others need to be stopped.”
“You are insane.”
“That is your opinion. This is mine.”
I pressed the nose of the gun to her right temple and pulled the trigger. A
sound unbelievably loud erupted from the gun. I searched for the cartridge,
put it in my pocket, checked my boss’ pulse, found none, and ran from the
house, through the backyard, down the sidewalk, and into the car.
We were silent on the drive home. I parked the car in a neighbor’s
guest spot and walked with you into the apartment. I would leave the car in
the spot one more day and then return it. It would be odd if I returned a car
after using it for just a few hours.
I put on the fireplace and stripped off my clothes, including my shoes.
I placed them all in the fire. It might stink, but it was just us. As the mixture
of burnt fabric tickled my nose, I laughed. I locked my uncle’s gun in my
safe. I would return it in a few days, after cleaning it, but I definitely was not
going to leave it where anyone could find it. Unfortunately (or fortunately)
the bullet was lodged in the boss’ brain so I couldn’t get it back, but I doubt
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my uncle registered his gun anyway. Plus, why would I be a suspect?
Then, I took a shower. I washed away all the pain that had been
inflicted on me by my boss and that which I had finally inflicted on her. I got
out and wiped the steam from the mirror and put on some soft pajamas. I
picked up my brush and combed my hair in front of the mirror. Then, you
came up behind me. I stared at your invisible face in the mirror.
“I did good, right?” I asked you, my imperceptible friend.
“Yes,” was your silent reply.
“And she said I was crazy. Can you believe that?”
“Of course not,” you silently said, as your invisible self laughed.
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Murder of Crows” named Poem of the Week in Toucan.
Anne Britting Oleson has been published widely in North
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Days, is scheduled for release next year.
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Afterword
This edition of The Circle Review was the first edition I was a part of creating, and it has been eye-opening. My relationship with literary journals has
become much more intimate due to this experience, as well as my view of
where writing is going in the future. Thanks to all of our contributors and
readers of this edition and the very first one. Jeremy and I are hoping to continue this journal, so keep an eye on us in the future. And, as always, keep
writing and reading.
Thanks,
Rianne Hall
Co-Editor

Dear Readers and Contributors,
The first issue of TCR was an interesting endeavor that turned out well,
but not the best it could possibly be. And that is where the I wanted to
change the second issue. I wanted this issue to be more professional, but
also in a better format. Producing this as a PDF will allow this issue to
be easily distributed, but it also gives TCR the chance to shine through
as a legitamate literary magazine. One day, God willing, we will be able to
fund and produce a printed magazine, but since that is just not possible, I’m
desigining it as a book and simply distributing it online.
I want to thank you for everything you have done to help make this second
issue of The Circle Review come together.This experience has been wondeful, interesting, and stressful - mostly because of finishing up my senior
year in college - but it has been rewarding as well. It has given me a lot of
insight on where I want to take my work in the future. Rianne and I both
want to continue along the TCR path, whether that’s continuing to publish
bi-anually or reducing it to an annual publication.
Best wishes,
Jeremy Flick
Co-Editor
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